St. Anthony’s High School Faisal Town Lahore
6A Holidays Homework 2022
Name: _________________

Admission number: ______________

INSTRUCTIONS:
Homework needs to be submitted in hard copy by 25th of July 2022.
Students can also submit all the work through email to the relevant teacher before 25th of July 2022. Answers
can be written on word document. All the work sent through email should be saved properly labelled with class,
name and admission number. Eg. 6ASamKim1598.

English
Assignment 1:
Through the link provided below, read the novel and answer the questions given below.
http://thehundredbooks.com/David_Copperfield.htm
•
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
•

Questions:
List down all the characters introduced in chapter 1.
At which branch of trade of Murdstone and Grinby, David was sent to work at the age of ten?
Why did David decide to run away?
Who made arrangements for David’s schooling at Canterbury?
Who caught the wrong doing of Uriah?
What are the mentions in chapter five as David’s achievement?
Pick out 30 new words after reading the novel, write their meanings. No word should be less than five
letters. Select 15 words from your word list to make sentences.

•

Pick out fifteen adjectives and write below.

•

Pick out fifteen verbs written in simple past tense.

Write two adjectival phrases from the novel.
Assignment 2:
Write a biography of one of your grandparents (Follow the points discussed in class). You can add pictures
to their biography. Follow the life skills of family values, respect and gratitude while completing this task.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full name, date of birth/age, place of birth
Major personality traits
Educational details highlighting any major achievements or awards
His/her contribution to society
Any special interest
Why is he/she famous or known for?

English Listening Comprehension
Listen to the audio and answer the questions given below.
https://bd748f642cf8b253d59c-5c160b94f727c0d27cbeccc854542bc6.ssl.cf1.rackcdn.com/B1_theme_parks.mp3

Questions
1. From whom the host is taking information?
________________________________________________________________________
2. What is the job of the guest?
________________________________________________________________________
3. Which is the number one theme park in the world?
________________________________________________________________________
4. Which is the most popular theme park for adventure lovers?
________________________________________________________________________
5. Which theme park has the biggest number of roller coasters? What is the number?
________________________________________________________________________
6. Explain term animatronics?

________________________________________________________________________
7. Explain, why is the new roller coaster known as a gate keeper?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________
8. What is present on the islands of adventures?
________________________________________________________________________
9. Which city in Asia has a Disney land?
________________________________________________________________________
10. What attractions Hong Kong has?
________________________________________________________________________
11. Where is the biggest indoor theme park?
________________________________________________________________________
12. To which park are they adding sesame street dark ride?
________________________________________________________________________
13. What are the new attractions Chinese going to introduce?
________________________________________________________________________

Mathematics
Instructions: Use foolscap sheets to answer the following questions. The work should be done in school
handwriting pattern with correct formation of numbers. Once solved take a screenshot of the work, paste
it on word document. Save properly with correct class, name and admission. Eg. 6ASamKim4598 and
email it on the following email ID: shebadavid84@gmail.com.

Topic: Associative Property

Use foolscap
sheets to
answer the
following
questions.

1. Make a
place value
chart then
write place
value of each
of the
following
numbers.
a.
751,679,240
b. 2,491304
2. Collect your
home
electricity bill
and gas bills
(last five
months) then write the amount of each bill in an ascending order. Then answer whether your data form a set or
not. Also write the amount of each bill in words.
3. Note the temperature of your city for a week and write down temperature of each day then show the result on
number line and also find the difference between highest and lowest temperature.

Science:
Activity 1:
Tooth Decay Experiment
Carry out the experiment given below and record your observations by answering the questions.
Materials:
•
•
•
•

4 raw eggs
Toothpaste (any kind is fine)
Black coffee
Coca cola

Instructions:
1. Take 4 raw eggs and wash them carefully. Make sure that no egg is broken.
2. Take a mug and prepare a mixture of black coffee by mixing coffee and water (take parents help if
needed).
3. Then take 4 glasses and pour a little coca cola in 2 of them and a little black coffee in the remaining two.
4. Cover two eggs in toothpaste. Make sure they are covered properly.
5. Put one toothpaste coated egg in one mixture each and one normal egg in one mixture each. (example,
one toothpaste coated egg in coca cola and one in black coffee.) Repeat the same with normal eggs.
6. Leave the eggs in the mixture for 1-2 days.

Questions:
1. Fill in the table below.
Conditions

Observation after 24 hours

Observation after 48 hours

Coca cola egg with no
toothpaste
Black coffee egg with no
toothpaste
Coca cola egg with tooth
paste
Black coffee egg with tooth
paste
2. Explain why did the eggs that did not have a toothpaste covering looked different?
3. According to the results of your experiment, what kinds of food items should you consume and what
items should you avoid? (give 4 examples each).
4. Explain how tooth decay occurs.

Activity 2:
Q. Make a 3D model of the following compounds/molecules using play dough or A4 sheets of different colors.
•
•
•
•
•

Water
Ammonia
Methane
Sulphur dioxide
Sulphuric acid

Sample:

Article:
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/raw-chicken-wash-safety-physics-kitchen-germs
(article’s link)
Click on the above mentioned link and answer the following questions.
1. Some health experts recommend against washing chicken before cooking it why?
2. If the height of the faucet is high or low, then what kind of effect will it have on the chicken and the
surroundings?
3. Write down any three tips to minimize contamination from washing raw chicken according to the
article.

Geography & History
Instructions:
Students are supposed to submit all the work through email to the relevant teacher.
Family is everything.

Make a slideshow of your time spent with your family, click pictures for any of these, as you are out for a
picnic, having family vacation somewhere, playing board games with your family over the weekend, visiting
extended family or it could be any other family activity. (slideshow to be sent on the given email id).

History
Instructions:
Students are supposed to submit all the work through email to the relevant teacher. Answers can be written on
word document and properly saved.
History 6A/C: lubnakashan76@gmail.com
Assignment 1
Read the article and answer the questions.
Indus River Valley civilizations (article) | Khan Academy

Questions:
•

Why was it important that the Harappans developed standardized weights and measures?

•

How did the Indus Valley Civilization interact with the river networks in the region? Were there any
detrimental effects of the location in such a dense river network?

•

What do you think is the most plausible explanation for the decline of this civilization?

Q1. On the map of Pakistan locate Harappa and Mohenjo Daro.

Q2. Look at the picture carefully and write in detail the purpose of making the pyramids, material used to make
pyramids, and things present in these pyramids.

__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________

Geography:

Assignment 1
Read the article through the given link
Earthquake 2005 | One of the worst natural calamity in Pakistan’s history (storyofpakistan.com)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Which are the areas that have a threat of earthquakes?
What are the causes of earthquakes?
Are there any ways to stop earthquakes?
Search and write five points for the devastating earthquake in Pakistan in 2010.

Assignment 2:
Q1. By looking at a picture given below, explain the process.

__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________
Q2. Draw two globes, one with lines of latitude, other with lines of longitude and label them.

Computer:

•
•
•

Do research work on Bit coin and write an Article in Ms Word.
(Note: Font size 12, font style “Times New Roman”, page size “A4”, margin normal)
Make a slide show on the top 10 IT inventions.
Make a Presentation how IT is playing important role to save the environment.
(Slide not more then 12, font size 32-40, font style “Times New Roman”, picture in every slide is
compulsory, slides should be designed well and presentable)
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Art
Instructions for the art activities:
•
•
•
•
•

Write activity detail in sketchbook index page.
Watch the video link carefully.
Prepare the activity as the same.
Make sure that each point of coloring steps followed as instructed in the video link.
Marks will be given according to the activities.

Attempt activities according to the given link.
•

Activity No.1: Click on the video link and make the same scenery according to the video.
Topic: Drawing of nature scenery.
Material: Sketchbook, color pencils.
Video link: http://youtube.com/watch?v=ZJfO_czeiEc

•

Activity No.2: Click on the video link and make the craft activity according to the video.
Topic: Paper weaving flower basket.
Material: Sketchbook paper, A4 paper (any three colors of your choice, scissor, UHU stick/ glue, pen &
compass, ruler.
Video link: http://youtube.com/watch?v=_06FmRZ3ni4

Urdu:

